
Manicure Application 
Step  1:  Start  with  clean  dry  hands,  file 
and  shape  nail  to  desired  length,  then 
wash
Step  2:  Prep  Cuticles  and  push  out  of 
way,  prep  nail  with  alcohol  pad 
Step  3:  Apply  a  base  coat,  dry  slightly
 1  min,  then  add  nail  polish  strip
Step  4:  Start  with  pinky  nail  &  work 
toward  thumb,  push  each  strip  down, 
avoid  cuticles
Step  5:  Perforate  edges  down  to  rid 
excess  polish,  only  file  excess  if 
necessary 
Step  6:  Optionally  apply  a  top  coat

Exclusive Nail Hacks 

Informa�on Sheet

Nail Care
* Keep nails dry, cleaned, & 
well moisturized.
*Avoid nail biting
*Cuticle care is vital, trim 
loose or dead skin carefully, 
use cuticle oil
* Clean nails regularly with     
 natural disinfectants like        
     tea tree oil
* Periodically wash &                  
        sanitize your 
              nail tools

Popular products

Nail Hacks
-  Coconut  or  Almond  oil  revitalizes  and 
moisturizes dead cuticle skin
-  A  base  coat  forms  a  protective  layer  on 
your  skin, prevents  nails  from 
discoloration,  and  enhances  nail  polish 
color
-  Gels  &  acrylics  are  no  doubt  pretty,  but 
sadly  cause  damage  to  the  nails  with  the 
chemicals  they  contain  by  roughing  and 
denting nails
-  File  your  nails  in  one  direction, 
otherwise  the  nail  gets  weak  &  breaks 
prematurely 
-  Regularly  soak  nails  in  salt  water  for  a 
few min, dry, & apply a cuticle oil
-  Natural  Nail  Strengthening  Treatments 
hydrate  &  nourish  your  nails,  making 
them strong & healthy
-  Avoid  nail  hardeners  &  Acetone,  they 
tend to contain formaldehyde & may cause 
splits, breakage, dried out, damaged nails
-Non  Acetone  removers  take  longer,  but 
they don’t dry out your nails or damage        
  them



Tips & Tricks
Do’s
*Store & use nail strips at room temperature & handle with WARM hands
*Nail strips may become more pliable in the heat & more rigid in the cold, nail strips may dry 
after opening so storing the leftovers in the freezer will help them keep (thaw completely 
before use)
*Clean & prep nails-buff & file, push back cuticles, use alcohol prep pad to remove oils or 
lotions
*Apply thumbs last-start with pinky
*Stretch gently for a perfect fit-stretch horizontally to make this strip wider, or stretch 
vertically to make the strip narrower 
*Hold the strip in the middle instead of all the way at the end for a more controlled application 
*Crease the strip over the nail edge before removing excess with your nail   

Dont’s 
*Don’t leave nail strips exposed to air for prolonged periods of time 
*Do not leave strips under direct sun or LED lighting 
*Do not apply lotion to hands immediately before or after application 
*Do not apply strips over cuticles or skin
*Push back cuticles & apply strips against or slightly above cuticle, so the strip adheres to the nail 
ONLY


